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One of the major problems in evolutionary biology is to elucidate the relationships between 54 historical events and the tempo and mode of lineage divergence and, ultimately, biological 55 diversification. The development of methods to estimate substitution rates with relaxed 56 molecular clock models and the increasing availability of DNA sequences has led to better 57 estimates of species and higher taxa divergence times (Battistuzzi et al., 2010). However, finding 58 the link between historical events, such as past geological and climatic changes, and divergence 59 7 with competing historical events or scenarios. In this way, for each scenario, it would be possible 121 to estimate the posterior probability that a given divergence occurred at the same time as the 122 historical event. This would enable comparing several competing hypotheses through BF. This 123 approach does not require applying constraints on the age prior distribution of the nodes of 124 interest and we refer to it as the "unconstrained" analysis (Uc). 125 We illustrate the potential application of the prior-based hypothesis approach on an 126 empirical data set to compare competing geological hypotheses explaining the biogeographic 127 patterns of Pleurodeles newts in Iberia and Northern Africa (Zhang et al., 2008) . 128 129 130
Materials and Methods
132
A simulation study was carried out to evaluate the performance of the prior-based hypothesis 133 comparison approach, to investigate what factors could lead to a reliable selection of the correct 134 hypothesis or scenario and to compare it with Uc. Three sets of simulations were generated. The 135 main difference among them is the age of the simulated correct hypothesis: "deep" correct 136 hypothesis (DCH, 4.2-4.7. Ma), "intermediate" correct hypothesis (ICH, 2.7-3.2 Ma) or 137 "shallow" correct hypothesis (SCH, 1.2-1.7 Ma). The general simulation procedure included 138 several stages. The first step was to simulate trees with 25 taxa with BEAST v1.6.1 (Drummond 139 et al., 2006) in which five nodes were age-constrained to the same time interval (e.g. 2.7-3.2 Ma, 140 the onset of the Northern Hemisphere Glaciation NHG). We constrained this high number of 141 nodes to facilitate divergence time estimation and reflect a scenario where many nodes in the tree 142 were affected by a very significant event. Nodes were defined as two-taxa set, with a uniform8 age prior reflecting the age of the event. Trees were built following a birth-death tree prior and a 144 normal prior with 15 Ma mean for the root age, without sequence data. To test performance 145 under a variety of tree shapes, trees were sampled at a frequency resulting in up to 100 final trees 146 from which 20 were randomly selected, using the random.org number generator. All the nodes in 147 the trees were resolved and the topologies and position of the nodes in the tree are shown in File 148 S1. Input files to generate the simulated trees are in File S2. 149
The topologies of the selected trees were used to simulate DNA sequence data with Seq-150
Gen (Rambaut & Grassly, 1997) . Five partitioned DNA-sequences datasets of 3500, 10000 and 151 20000 bp were simulated for each topology under the Jukes-Cantor substitution model. To reflect 152 partition rate heterogeneity, we specified a relative rate of evolution for each partition. As 153 required by SeqGen, the relative rates had a mean of 1.0, but without variation in the substitution 154 rate among taxa. Number of partitions per data set is shown in Table S1 . Each data set was used 155 to generate input files for BEAST. The age priors for the nodes of interest in these input files 156 reflect the "correct" hypothesis (i.e. DCH, ICH or SCH), which has the same age priors as those 157 used to generate the simulated topology. The sequence data was also used to create input files for 158 BEAST with age priors reflecting the competing hypotheses described in the following sections 159 (supplementary Table S2 , Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 ). Input files reflecting the correct and competing 160 hypotheses had additional time calibrations on one or two nodes and the tree root. These nodes' 161 age prior follows a normal distribution, whose mean corresponds to the age of that node in the 162 initial simulated topology. In a similar way, input files were created for the unconstrained 163 analyses and are included in File S2 to facilitate analysis replication. 164
The analyses were run under an uncorrelated relaxed molecular clock (UMC). Although 165 the sequences were generated without variation in the substitution rate among taxa, it has been9 suggested that UMC reliably estimates parameters even when the data follows a strict molecular 167 clock, which is indeed a model comprised within the more complex UMC (Drummond et al 168 2006). Thus we do not consider that this will be detrimental for this study. As the substitution 169 rate is unknown for most no-model organisms, we consider that it will be more informative to 170 estimate this parameter from the data. where the age priors of the nodes of interest were two times wider than, equal to, or half as wide 194
as ICH, and were temporally located before and after ICH. 195 One hundred replicate input files were generated for each type of competing hypothesis 196 (temporal or duration variation), following the general procedure above described. Input files 197
were run in BEASTv1.7.1. MCMC length is shown in supplementary Table S1 . The comparable 198 competing hypotheses were run with the same number of iterations. 199
EFFECT OF ABSOLUTE AGE OF CORRECT HYPOTHESIS 201 202
To test how correct hypothesis absolute age (i.e. temporal depth) affects hypothesis comparison 203 and selection, we followed the general simulation procedure. Tree topologies were simulated 204 where five nodes of interest were constrained with age priors reflecting DCH or SCH. For each 205 situation, the 20 randomly chosen trees were used to generate DNA-sequence data sets of 10000 206 bp. DCH was compared to more recent competing hypotheses: 2.7-3.2 Ma and 1.2-1.7 Ma; 207 whereas SCH was compared to older competing hypothesis: 2.7-3.2 Ma and 4.2-4.7 Ma. 208
Performance with these two variations of correct hypotheses was compared to performance with 209 ICH. We removed runs that did not converge to keep the run length equal among simulations 210 with similar data set size. ancestor of Pleurodeles species (from now on referred to as Node P) with mean 5.33 Ma, 265 reflecting scenario 1. In analysis 2, in addition to the original calibration points, a normal age 266 prior was assigned to Node P with mean 14.0 Ma, reflecting scenario 2. In analysis 3, the 267 original calibration points plus a normal age prior with mean 35 Ma, reflecting scenario 3, were 268 included. To obtain adequate effective sample sizes of the parameters, five independent runs 269 with 100 million MCMC iterations were executed in BEASTv1.7. Table  299 S1. With the prior-based approach, all the MCMC runs analysing 3500 bp data sets achieved 300 convergence. Runs of the correct hypothesis and its competing hypotheses reached convergence 301 78% and 59% with 10000 bp and 20000 bp data sets, respectively. Increasing sequence length 302 leads to an increase in the frequency of selecting the correct hypothesis as the best hypothesis 303 with strong support when using AICM and HM (Fig. 3) . However an improvement is not seen 304 when calculating MLL with PS/SS with data sets larger than 10000 bp (Fig. 3) . False positives 305 15 frequency decreases with sequence length from 3500 bp to 10000 bp with all methods (HM: 306 from 12.5 to 4.6 %; AICM: from 9.5% to 3.9%; SS/PP from 6.5% to 5.9%). Only with AICM 307 can a reduction in false positives be seen with 20000 bp data sets (3.3%). Nevertheless, strong 308 inferences frequency is always higher when using PS/SS than with HM, and AICM (Fig. 3) . Uc 309 shows better performance than HM and AICM with 10000 and 20000 bp data sets, but performs 310 poorly with small data sets. 311
EFFECT OF TEMPORAL SPAN OF COMPETING HYPOTHESES. 313 314
Different sizes for the temporal constraint interval of the competing hypotheses were compared. 315
Regarding the prior based approach, convergence was achieved by 78% of the correct hypothesis 316 and its competing hypotheses MCMC runs. With the AICM calculation, the correct hypothesis 317 was selected above 96% of the times, with no strong false positives. HM performs with a similar 318 rate of success, however the correct hypothesis is selected with strong support more often than 319 with AICM with only 0.65% of strong false positives. In both cases a better performance was 320 obtained when the hypotheses span intervals of similar size or when the competing hypothesis 321 has a narrower temporal range. PS/SS select the correct hypothesis strongly more frequently than 322 the other two methods (Fig. 4) . The correct hypothesis was strongly supported slightly more 323 often (90%) when the competing hypotheses had narrower intervals than when the competing 324 hypotheses had an interval as wide as the correct hypothesis (87%; Fig 4) Temporal location of competing hypotheses was also varied. In the prior-based approach, 332 convergence was achieved in 76% of the correct hypothesis and its competing hypotheses runs. 333
Our simulations suggest that the closer the competing hypothesis is to the correct hypothesis the 334 less likely it will be to rank the correct hypothesis as the best hypothesis (Fig. 5) . A trend 335 towards increase in selection accuracy with increase in temporal distance between hypotheses 336 was observed with all methods. BFs calculated with PS/SS select the correct hypothesis with 337 strong support more often than HM when the hypotheses are the furthest apart (92% and 86% 338 respectively). PS/SS produce stronger inferences than HM when the hypotheses are the closest, 339 although the performance is poor (<50%). Selection of the correct hypothesis with AICM with 340 moderate to strong support occurs above 78% of the times when hypotheses are the furthest 341 apart. High frequency (19%) of false positives was observed when applying HM and hypotheses 342 were very close together, but they are reduced when the hypotheses are further apart (1.9%). 343
False positives frequency obtained with AICM is reduced from 18% to 2.6 % when hypotheses 344 are the furthest away. PS/SS produce the highest frequency of false positives when the 345 hypotheses are close (8.3%), but this is reduced when the hypotheses are temporally apart 346 (0.64%). Similarly, with Uc it is difficult to select among closely located hypotheses. 347
EFFECT OF ABSOLUTE AGE OF THE CORRECT HYPOTHESIS. 349 350
To investigate the effect of the absolute age of correct hypothesis in the tree, two sets of 351 simulations were carried out. The first simulated SCH and was compared with less recent 352 hypotheses. In this case, 90% of the MCMC runs achieved convergence. All four methods 353 selected SCH as the correct hypothesis 100% of the times with strong support (Fig. 6 A) . Strong 354 false positives occurred only in one case when using PS/SS and HM. When the correct 355 hypothesis was ICH, AICM and HM tended to perform better when the competing hypothesis is 356 deeper than ICH, with a higher frequency of strong inferences. PS/SS led to stronger inferences 357 over more recent hypotheses (Fig. 6 B) . No strong false positives were obtained except for one 358 case when using PS/SS. Only 15% of the runs reached convergence in simulations with DCH. 359
Among these runs, PS/SS performed better than the other two methods selecting the DCH above 360 93% of the times with strong support, followed by AICM and HM (Fig. 6 C) . Table S1 . Characteristics of simulation treatments. 566 Table S2 . Properties of competing hypotheses (see also Figures 1 and 2) . 567
File S1. Tree topologies used to generate sequence data. 568
File S2. xml files used as input in simulations. 
